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Maldonado 1
Introduction
The ‘Aryan’ “is the Prometheus of mankind from whose bright forehead the divine spark
of genius has sprung at all times, forever kindling anew that fire of knowledge which illumined
the night of silent mysteries and thus cause man to climb the path to mastery over other beings of
this earth.”1 Written in Hitler’s infamous Mein Kampf, this idea of the mythological figure of
Prometheus as the origin of mankind would aid tremendously in promoting propaganda that
sought to perpetuate ideals of physical health and beauty that would originate from the Ancient
Greeks. Beauty, Strength, Perfection: these were the characteristics highly sought by Hitler to
create the ‘Aryan’ race. His conception of the ideal people was rooted in a calculated
understanding of Greco-Roman civilization and culture in which he appropriated the visual
vocabulary of the Classical era. This careful conception of the Classical body poured into all
aspects of society, especially within propaganda in relation to the visual arts, which was used in
furthering an agenda designed to eliminate ‘undesirable groups,’ including people with
disabilities. Just as the ancient Greek mythological figure of Prometheus molded human beings
from clay in his own vision, Hitler too wished to mimic this practice by promoting a certain type
of individual with particular physical characteristics to represent the ‘Aryan’ race. Rooted in the
Classical tradition, this Übermensch would become the living and breathing version of an ancient
Greek sculpture. In order to promote this ideal, Hitler and the Nazis would develop an exhibition
designed to promote this “new man” called the Größe Deutsche Kunstausstellung that would
open in 1937. Among the artists featured in the exhibition was Arno Breker considered to be the
greatest sculptor by Hitler. In the inaugural exhibition of 1937, Arno Breker’s contribution in the
form of his sculpture demonstrates his understanding of contemporaneous cultural attitudes as
well as policies and programs enacted during this time of the Third Reich. Through Arno
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Breker’s adoption of aesthetics related to the Greco-Roman tradition within his oeuvre, he
weaponizes the Classical body to assert an ideal rooted in the systematic elimination of other
groups as is evident in his sculpture Prometheus (1935) exhibited in the Größe Deutsche
Kunstausstellung of 1937.
Review of Scholarship
Scholarship on Hitler, Nazi Germany, and the visual arts is extensive and covers topics
including, but not limited to: art as a tool for propaganda, modern artists and their relationship to
the situation concerning the visual arts within the Third Reich, degenerate art, the Größe
Deutsche Kunstausstellung, Nazi exhibition design, and the collections of Hitler and other Nazi
officials as they continued to invade more countries and gain access to other collections. The
connection between the Greco-Roman tradition and the Third Reich is not a revolutionary idea
and has been addressed extensively. However, there a couple of scholars whose work has
expanded upon this well-known understanding of appropriating the visual vocabulary of the
Greco-Roman tradition.
Eric Michaud’s The Cult of Nazi Germany originally published in 1996 identifies the
processes and ways in which the Nazi myth perpetuates itself. Michaud presents various pieces
of evidence in visualizing this link between ancient Greece and National Socialist Germany. His
discussion about the processions and temple to German art as well as the examples from the
visual arts, including propaganda posters and works of art themselves, further elaborates upon
this established lineage of scholarship examining the attempt to formulate a link between the
Nazis and the ancient Greeks. His examination of ideological roots, such as Walther Darré and
Paul Schultze-Naumburg, is incredibly essential in understanding how the Nazis weaponized this
artistic tradition. However, Michaud discussion of these Nazi thinkers primarily examines the
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“Other” regarding race, and disability to an extent. He acknowledges that Schultze-Naumburg
pairs images of people with disability with modern art, yet his analysis of this critical evidence
does not move forward in the direction of critically examining how disability played a role in
establishing this visual vocabulary of the ideal that was juxtaposed with the Other or degenerate.
Jonathan Petropoulos, a historian who has written extensively about National Socialist
Germany, has published two works that examine the role of art and artists within the Third
Reich, Art As Politics in the Third Reich (1999) and Artists Under Hitler: Collaboration and
Survival in Nazi Germany (2014). The first book examines the role how art functioned as a
political tool within policy and the self-fashioning of high-ranking Nazi officials, including
Adolf Hitler and Joseph Goebbels. He articulates how the development of a particular national
aesthetic and the collecting patterns for the collections of these officials were shaped to reflect
the ideology propagated by the Nazis. Artists Under Hitler: Collaboration and Survival in Nazi
Germany examines the artistic careers of artists who were targeted by the Nazis as well as those
who were favored and promoted during the Third Reich. Petropoulos analyzes the life and
artistic productions of artists whose work was seized and labelled degenerate, such as Ernst
Barlach and Emil Nolde, as well as those who were sought after, such as Arno Breker and Albert
Speer, and offers an insight into the innerworkings of the world of visual arts within Nazi
Germany.
In his book, Disability Aesthetics (2010), Tobin Siebers expands upon this very idea and
discusses the ways in which “degenerate art” was used as a method of interpreting the decline of
society through disability within the Third Reich. This idea of disability aesthetic, he argues,
comes forth during the early-twentieth century in which modern art explicitly and deliberately
depicts disability. The second chapter, “The Aesthetics of Human Disqualification,” provides
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examples primarily from the Entartete Kunst exhibition and effectively explains how modern art
was able to be weaponized for the purposes of eugenics and genocide. Despite the vast
scholarship on degenerate art and the relationship to usurp the Classical tradition, it is Tobin
Siebers who pushes this argument connecting the relationship between the establishing that
connection between the Classical and the modern ‘Aryan,’ the racialization of modern art as
something that is ‘primitive’ and therefore degenerate, and the elaborate and calculated attack
linking disability and modern art that the Nazis utilized in both establishing themselves as the
Neues Volk and separating themselves from these new conventions that sought to experiment
with the human form and offer an interpretation of the human body that utilized atypical
physiognomy to achieve aesthetic effect. With this groundbreaking interpretation that propelled
the scholarship within the discipline of Disability Studies and beyond, Siebers highlights the role
that disability has played in furthering the agenda of systems in power.
Arno Breker’s Prometheus: Bringing the Myth to Life
Trained as an artist from a young age, Breker’s ideas concerning art would evolve over
time. From evening classes at the arts and crafts school (Kunstgewerbschule) in nearby
Wuppertal to his training at the State Art Academy in Düsseldorf, where he “spent five years
studying sculpture with Hubertus Netzer and architecture with Wilhelm Kreis (1873–1955),”
Breker would be “torn between modernism and classicism.”2 In his book, The Faustian Bargian:
The Art World in Nazi Germany (2000), Johnathan Petropoulos writes that:
Breker’s transformation into a Nazi Staatsbildhauer was both gradual and
complicated. Because Breker possessed talent—a fact recognized by experts
across the political and aesthetic spectrum, from Flechtheim to Speer—he sensed
the opportunities available to him. Yet Breker was also an idealist. He was an
artist who believed in concepts of lasting and indisputable beauty, ideas that
formed the basis of his philhellenism. This then was his project in 1933. He
believed that the resulting works, massive figures built upon timeless Hellenic
precedents, would define the aesthetic idiom both domestically and abroad. There
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is no doubt that the official Nazi commissions required him to transform his
style.3
Breker’s own ideology concerning beauty and the ideal based in Hellenic precedents would be
coupled with the Nazis’ desire to promote an ideal type of man resulting in his critical sculpture
that would be exhibited at the inaugural exhibition of the Gröβe Deutsche Kunstausstellung,
Arno Breker’s Prometheus (1935, fig. 1) Holding the luminous torch of progress gifted to
mortals, Prometheus, the moral exemplar and self-sacrificing “hero” who rescued mortals from
their own demise, stands here as a monumental symbol synonymous with the Nazi Party and the
‘Aryan’ race. The hypermasculine nature of this figure indicated by the exaggeration of the
musculature in his arms, torso, and legs, demonstrates a clear emphasis on strength in relation to
the physical body. Preparing to descend with his right foot, Prometheus peers forward with his
head turned slightly downward and his eyes looking upward. As he holds the torch in his right
hand, his left arm stands before his chest. Here, Prometheus exudes a confidence unfamiliar to
the Titan himself, but one that would become synonymous with the ideal ‘Aryan.’ Presented as
the titan who mixed the earth with water to mold humans from clay and create the human race,
Roman imperial poet Ovid emphasizes the power and significance of Prometheus within his
Metamorphoses as opposed to the restrained and powerless figure who suffers an eternal and
unrelenting punishment granted by Zeus.4 Following in this tradition of highlighting the critical
role of Prometheus, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, notable German poet, emphasizes in his poem
Prometheus (1819) the critical role of fire in the development of civilization and constantly
depicts Prometheus as mocking and undermining the power of Zeus, thus establishing an equal
power dynamic between these two immortals.5 Another influential German figure, the
philosopher Frederich Nietzsche explores this myth and understands the titan to act more than a
martyr for humankind as Prometheus is the “titanische Künstler.”6 Upon examination of these
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sources, both from antiquity and Germany, Breker’s decision to isolate this very aspect of
Prometheus demonstrates not only his knowledge of the myth itself, but also its more modern
formulations which stress the titan’s power and authority.
Yet, in creating a figure that stems from Greek mythology, Breker’s conception of
Prometheus demonstrates a knowledge of the visual vocabulary from the Classical tradition
which he adopted to bring forth this significant figure associated with the ‘Aryan.’ This attempt
in emulating the Classical tradition is evident when examining the similarities in stylistic
qualities of sculptures such as Lysippos’ Apoxyomenos (c. 300 BCE, fig. 2) and Euphranor’s
Rondanini Alexander (338 BCE, fig. 3). Depicting an athlete who has just finished exercising,
the Apoxyomenos (Scraper) is a prime example of how the elongation of the legs and torso helps
highlight the aesthetics of the body and achieves a more monumental effect in depicting the
body. As this athlete tilts his head slightly to his right, he holds out his right arm and uses what
would have been a strigil in his left hand to scrap down the oil that he has just placed on his
body. This oil was used to help remove sweat and dirt that athletes had accumulated on their
bodies while exercising. This Roman marble copy of a Greek bronze original contains elements,
such as the support behind this figure’s left leg, that would not have originally been a part of this
sculpture. Nevertheless, the definition of the musculature throughout the body and this prime
example of contrapposto appears within Breker’s sculpture in which one leg, the Apoxyomenos’
left, serves as the weight-bearer, and the other, in this case the right leg, is the weight-bearing
one at rest. The placement of the arms is also quite significant in that both the Apoxyomenos and
Breker’s Prometheus extend their arms in a confident manner that intentionally occupies space to
emphasize the action that they are currently performing. In 1932, Breker was awarded a
prestigious six-month fellowship in Rome at the Villa Massimo by the Prussian Education
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Minister and the Prussian Academy of Arts.7 During his studies in Rome, Breker would have had
access to this ancient source housed at the Vatican Museums that provides a clear basis for
elements within his Greco-Roman inspired works within his oeuvre. While studying in fascist
Italy, Breker was also introduced to Joseph Goebbels, the “newly appointed Reich Propaganda
Minister,” who urged him and his fellow receipt of the award, Felix Nussbaum (1904-1944), to
return to Germany “where a great future was awaiting them.”8
After his fellowship, Breker would briefly visit to Munich and Berlin in 1933 before
returning to Paris and finally to Germany where he would pursue his career as chief sculptor of
the Nazi party.9 Although Breker returns to Germany leaving behind the rich sources of antiquity
that Rome provided, the Glyptothek in Munich housing Greek and Roman sculptures would have
served as another source for inspiration. Intended to be a part of a sculptural group depicting
Phillip of Macedon on his chariot lead by four horses and his son, Alexander the Great, holding
the reins of this chariot, the Rondanini Alexander bears witness to a heroic figure who would be
responsible for spreading Hellenic culture throughout his empire. This sculpture depicts
Alexander as a youth with his torso slightly bent as if he were on a chariot. Although the chariot
and his arms that would have been holding the reins no longer exist, the positioning of his body
and the placement of his feet provide a sense of what these elements would have looked like. The
armor behind his left leg is purely an element to support this marble copy. Although there is little
to no emotion on Alexander’s face unlike Breker’s Prometheus who appears more engaged in his
surroundings, the physicality of both bodies, especially within the torsos, and the dynamism in
the movement of the legs indicates a familiarity with the standards being set forth within
sculpture from the Classical period.
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Ignoring Other Sources from Antiquity: Prometheus Bound
While consulting the origins of the myth of Prometheus, Breker’s understanding of this
figure willfully ignores the various iterations set forth by other ancient writers. Hesiod’s
Theogony examines the origins and genealogy of the gods and presents Prometheus bound by
shackles who must endure the eternal pain of an eagle feasting on his regenerating liver as a form
of punishment due to his impertinence in bestowing mortals with the gift of fire.10 After being
subjected to the wrath of Zeus, further examination of this punishment upon Prometheus occurs
within Aeschylus’ Prometheus Bound. 11 However, Christian Griepenkerl (1839-1916), German
painter and professor of the Fine Arts Academy Vienna who would later reject Hitler’s
application to the prestigious institution, completed a series of paintings of Prometheus for the
Augusteum in Oldenburg, Germany which incorporate these other versions of the myth. His
Prometheus Bound (1878, fig. 4) depicts the titan in the conventional manner of the subject
being chained and in the process of having his liver consumed by an eagle. In the foreground,
Prometheus lays in horror indicated by the visible horror upon his face. As his wrists and ankles
are shackled, he looks down to the black eagle that has just landed upon his thigh and made a
precise incision on his torso with a small amount of blood beginning to pour out. With the
shackles restraining his wrists and ankles, Prometheus recoils at this sight with his body forming
an S-curve. The musculature of his body is highly emphasized, much like Breker’s Prometheus,
yet a red cloth that is nestled between him and the rock slightly covers his genitals as if to protect
his masculinity. In the background, a dark grey sky looms over this scene and crashing blue
waves spill over into the foreground framing Prometheus and the eagle. Although Griepenkerl
idealizes the figure and his physiognomy, unlike Breker, he calls upon tradition in portraying the
tragic punishment of such a monumental figure in mythology.
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Welding Ancient & Modern Myth Together
Considered to be the “greatest sculptor of our time”12 by Hitler, Arno Breker would
witness “forty-two of [his] works appear in the annual Munich exhibitions.”13 Thus, the decision
to incorporate Breker’s Prometheus in the Größe Deutsche Kunstausstellung of 1937 was not a
mere coincidence. Breker’s ability to combine the attitudes and ideologies from the current state
with his own artistic vision demonstrates his knowledge of the current environment within the
visual arts as well as politics. In Johnathan Petropoulos’ book Artists Under Hitler (2014), he
writes that “with a monumentality that dominates the viewer, and the violent themes, which are
common (but not present in every piece), Breker’s art from 1935 to 1945 seemingly shouted out
Nazi tenets: the racially superior Übermenschen, for example, struggling – or fighting –
heroically.”14 “Prometheus (1935) …developed a theme that Hitler had elaborated in Mein
Kampf. Hitler represented Prometheus as ‘Aryan.”15 By putting forth this highly masculine,
idealized vision of the ‘Aryan’ man inspired by Prometheus, “Breker…helped give artistic
expression to the dictator’s program of conquest and genocide.”16 In examining the visual
imagery related to Nazi propaganda, Steven Kashner writes in his article “The Art of Hitler” that
“the logo of Nazi art combines three symbols: a burning torch, the helmeted head of
Athena/Minerva, and the imperial eagle bearing a swastika wrapped in an oak wreath. The torch
stands for Promethean creativity; Athena represents the continuity of ‘Aryan’ culture; the eagle
with swastika signifies the imperial anti-Semitic state.”17 These symbols, deeply rooted in the
Greco-Roman tradition, suggests how Hitler attempted to self-fashion the Neues Volk as a
continuation of the ancient Greeks and Romans. Yet, it is the conscious decision to incorporate
the fire of a torch, specifically the one belonging to Prometheus, in an incredibly explicit
spectacle to demonstrate how the Third Reich, and in turn the ‘Aryan’ race, will be the
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torchbearers of the ancient Greek legacy and all the social and cultural ideologies as well as
artistic ideals embedded within it. In Eric Michaud’s book The Cult of Art in Nazi Germany
(2004), he writes that the ‘Aryan’ was called “Lichtmensch”18 and how Hitler “…did not hesitate
to declare that if this Prometheus with his ‘luminous brow’ was made to disappear, ‘a deep
darkness would descend upon the Earth.”19 This binary of light and dark, with light associated
with the ‘Aryan,’ reinforces this idea of the Neues Volk as the embodiment of progress.
“Michaud then asserts that “it was the ‘Aryan’s’ idealism, his ability to give visible form to the
common ideal of his race, that made him ‘the Prometheus of mankind.”20 Thus, Prometheus
physically holding this signifier of progress and development of progress demonstrates his active
role in furthering this agenda through visual propaganda. Another overt example of the use of
Prometheus within the visual culture of the Third Reich is Richard Klein’s poster for the 1938
Tag Der Deutschen Kunst (fig. 5). Rising forth from the Haus Der Deutschen Kunst, an ‘Aryan’
youth holds forth the Promethean torch in his left hand and the flag of the Third Reich in his
right hand. He dominates the composition as the area around him appears to be consumed in
darkness. Yet, with this light, he illuminates his surroundings, and most importantly, the Haus
Der Deutschen Kunst, acting as the temple and repository for the visual culture that embodies
Nazi ideology. Michaud writes that this poster “…looked like an illustration for Mein Kampf:
rising above the House of German Art, Klein’s Prometheus lit up the night with the very same
torch and, like the Prometheus of Arno Breker…showered the world with the light of the
National Socialist idea.”21 On this poster, the ‘Aryan’ youth holding this torch has assumed the
role of Prometheus, and like Hitler’s ideology surrounding Prometheus and his presence
communicating light [i.e. progress], so too has this young man brought forth the luminous torch
to penetrate the sky with the propaganda stemming from the Third Reich. Thus, Breker’s
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interpretation of the Prometheus subject laid a foundation for a larger propaganda campaign that
had begun within literature and expanded into the visual arts as means to effectively disseminate
this information to the general German public.
Ideological Foundations
Ideas encompassing the body related to degeneracy and an ideal form did not suddenly
emerge within the Third Reich. In Max Nordau’s (1849-1923) Degeneration (1892), he argues
what he believes to be degenerate characteristics of modern art, music, and literature, and
attempts to explain the decline of “western civilization.” This ‘decline’ is the results of various
things, one of them being the overcomplexity of previous styles being adapted from a something
that was simpler, but perfect in its previous state. Nordau explains this example by writing: “we
may remind ourselves, in connection with it, of the language of the Later Roman Empire, already
mottled with the greenness of decomposition, and, as it were…of the complicated reﬁnements of
the Byzantine school, the last form of Greek art fallen into deliquescence. Such is the inevitable
and fatal idiom of peoples and civilizations where factitious life has replaced the natural life and
developed in man unknown wants.”22 Nordau illustrates clearly illustrates how this perceived
development does not always guarantee the intended progress. The Latin language indeed did
develop, but according to Nordau, this development was in fact a form of deterioration as it is
plagued with a visible sign of decomposition, i.e., the greenness. Furthering this argument,
Nordau explains how Byzantine art, viewed here as an extension of the ancient Greek tradition,
exhibited these ‘complicated refinements.’ Thus, the elaborate ornamentation of the gold
mosaics and jewels present within Byzantine art is a form of distilling the Greek tradition and
presenting something that is rooted in a simple ideal, but has been elevated to an intricate,
unnecessary reinterpretation. In attempting to explain the concept of degeneracy, Nordau offers
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an interpretation stemming from a medical approach that equates this idea with disease. He
writes that:
The conception of degeneracy, which, at this time, obtains throughout the science
of mental disease…The clearest notion we can form of degeneracy is to regard it
as a morbid deviation from an original type. This deviation, even if, at the outset,
it was ever so slight, contained transmissible elements of such a nature that
anyone bearing in him the germs become more and more incapable of fulﬁlling
his functions in the world; and mental progress, already checked in his own
person, ﬁnds itself menaced also in his descendants.’ When under any kind of
noxious inﬂuences an organism becomes debilitated, its successors will not
resemble the healthy, normal type of the species, with capacities for development,
but will form a new sub-species, which, like all others, possesses the capacity of
transmitting to its offspring, in a continuously increasing degree, its peculiarities,
these being morbid deviations from the normal form—gaps in development,
malformations and inﬁrmities. That which distinguishes degeneracy from the
formation of new species (phylogeny) is, that the morbid variation does not
continuously subsist and propagate itself, like one that is healthy, but, fortunately,
is soon rendered sterile, and after a few generations often dies out before it
reaches the lowest grade of organic degradation.23
This analogy of degeneracy to disease demonstrates a medical approach in which Nordau is
diagnosing an issue that will need to be eliminated in order for society to progress. His argument
identifies degeneracy as some sort of transmissible organism that if left to its own devices, will
propagate and further spread. By allowing this disease to continue reproducing within
individuals and subsequent generations, Nordau proposes that this degeneration will take over
and cause the ‘healthy’ individuals without this disease to die out, leading those who possess
these unideal qualities to take over the ‘species.’ Yet, Nordau writes how these new generations
will “fortunately” die out before they reach the lowest level of deterioration. With these ideas in
mind, it is quite significant to note that identifying degeneracy as a disease that will ruin the
people will happen due to this development in civilization, yet these future generations will, or
could, be prevented before total degeneration takes over.
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Expanding upon these ideas set forth by Max Nordau, the writings, and speeches of Adolf
Hitler (1889-1945) offer a deeper understanding into the ideal and degenerate as signifiers of
progress and deterioration respectively. In Hitler’s Mein Kampf (1925), he puts forth several
arguments suggesting issues and solutions in building and maintaining the ‘Aryan’ race. He
writes that “…as the first task of the state in the service and for the welfare of its nationality we
recognize the preservation, care, and development of the best racial elements…”.24 In this
statement, Hitler sets forth the idea of a “unified racial nucleus” in which the preservation,
upkeep, and continuation of the state and its people is of the utmost importance.25 He then writes
that “the man who misjudges and disregards the racial laws actually forfeits the happiness that
seems destined to be his. He thwarts the triumphal march of the best race and hence also the
precondition for all human progress, and remains, in consequence, burdened with all the
sensibility of man, in the animal realm of helpless misery?”26 With this assertion, Hitler boldly
claims that the person who dismisses racial laws is in fact tossing their happiness and true
destiny that lies within a homogeneous and racially pure [i.e., ‘Aryan’] society. Nordau’s ideas
related to the body and state and its respective degeneration arise within Hitler’s writings, but the
metaphors of Hitler expand further upon these ideologies already in place. Hitler writes that “a
decayed body is not made the least more aesthetic by a brilliant mind, indeed the highest
intellectual training could not be justified if its bearers were at the same time physically
degenerate and crippled, weak-willed, wavering and cowardly individuals.”27 Here Hitler
describes how a “brilliant mind” is not a substitute for a “decaying” body due to the fact that the
lack of strength in the physical is indicative of a people who are unable to meet his criteria of an
ideal people and carry forth the desirable qualities to propagate and sustain the ‘Aryan’ race. In
his article, “The Nation’s Body: Disability and Deviance in the Writings of Adolf Hitler,”
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Staffan Bengtsson writes that Mein Kampf contains ideas of how Hitler believed that people
with disabilities needed to be eliminated from society in order to “preserve the purity of the Volk
and to remove ‘useless feeders’ who were a burden on society.”28 This text also “constructs the
image of the German nation as an organic human body that must be maintained, and where the
Jew is presented as an ‘illness-spreading parasite.’ [thus] Hitler not only gives the diagnosis but
elaborates on an illness-cure scenario, in which the Nazi ideology represents its cure.”29 As
evident within Mein Kampf, Hitler’s construction of the other targets Jewish people as well as
other groups, including individuals with physical impairments or mental illnesses, who are
identified as the “decaying” body that hinders the German people. Thus, Nazi ideology is
presented as a cure to remedy this imbalance.
This “disease,” identified by Nordau and elaborated upon by Hitler, is clearly defined, yet
Hitler articulates this cure by suggesting a return to attitudes of the ideal body from ancient
Greece. In a speech deliver at a Gymnastic Display at Stuttgart on 30 July 1933, Hitler says that
“life, however, is not mastered by weak folk, but by strong men. If today we recognize once
again an ideal of beauty which opens our eyes to an understanding of the picture presented by the
ancient world, that is only because a great German showed to us through gymnastics the way to
restore the balance between body and mind…”.30 Here Hitler briefly mentions this ancient
[Greek] ideal of beauty that he expanded upon within Mein Kampf, and connects this standard to
the strong, athletic German. In Mein Kampf, Hitler explains that “what makes the Greek ideal of
beauty a model is the wonderful combination of the most magnificent physical beauty with
brilliant mind and noblest soul.”31 By identifying the ancient Greeks as a model, Hitler plants the
seed of returning to this ideal in the new modern era. Although the Germanic peoples existed
alongside the ancient Greeks, Hitler explains how “…the culture-creating ability slumbering
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within them [the pre-Christian Germanic peoples] would have grown into radiant bloom just as
happened with the Greeks.”32 However, this conscious decision to describe the Germanic people
as ‘lacking culture’ is quite a conscious decision as Hitler will create a false linage between the
ancient Greeks and the modern Germans. He writes that “the Hellenic ideal of culture should
also remain preserved for us in its exemplary beauty. We must not allow the greater racial
community to be torn asunder by the differences of the individual peoples. The struggle that
rages today is for very great aims. A culture combining millenniums and embracing Hellenism
and Germanism is fighting for its existence.”33 Returning to this idea of ‘sacrifice’ for the state
and its people, Hitler once again elevates this ancient ideal, but asserts that it should be preserved
for them, the Germans. This “struggle” of attempting to maintain an ideal established centuries
ago intentionally identifies the Germans as the heirs to this cultural inheritance and links them to
this beauty and perfection that they wish to further in creating the ideal race.
As Max Nordau and Adolf Hitler identified the ‘disease’ and cure for the issue of the
degeneration of society, Paul Schultze-Naumburg (1869-1949) argues in his book, Kunst und
Rasse (1928), how the degeneration of Nordic races led to modernist art. Schultze-Naumburg
returns to this parallel between the ancient Greeks and Romans and the modern Germans. He
writes that:
daß die Griechen diesen Typus nicht als schön empfinden konnten, liegt auf der
Hand, wie wir auch nie bei ihrer Faune den nordischen Typus treffen. Auch im
alten Rom scheint der nordische Typus weitaus der führende gewesen zu sein. Die
Auffassung des nackten Menschenliebes muß ganzvon der der Greichen
beherrscht gewesen sein, ein Kennzeichen dafür, daß sie der Sehnsucht der Römer
entsprach. Bei den Porträtbüsten finden wir sehr viele nordische Köpfe, wie sie
ich auch immer noch bei uns finden.34
Here, Schultze-Naumburg discusses how the Nordic ‘type’ is found within ancient portraiture,
yet its beauty was not recognized as such. Yet, the appearance of this Nordic type further
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establishes this connection from the Greco-Roman tradition to modern Germany not only within
culture and civilization as discussed previously, but also within art. Schultze-Naumburg further
examines the relationship between art and race, and how the attempt to mimic certain
“nonwestern” cultures within modern art, such as modernist painting and sculpture adopting the
simple and abstract motifs of African art, has led to a decline in artwork. He then states that:
in der weichen Natur des Einen liegt es, sich widerstandslos dem Verängnis zu
fügen, während das mächtig fortreißende Ethos des Anderen ihm vorschreibt,
prometheisch selbst dem Willen der Götten zu trotzen. Da in unserem Volke
immer noch genug von diesem heldischen Blut lebt, muß es aus seinem innersten
Wesen heraus die Frage stellen: wie kann ich dieses Schicksal wenden? Und gibt
es überhaupt eine Möglichkeit, dem Rade des Weltgeschehens in die Speichen zu
greifen?35
Here, Schulzte-Naumburg presents what he believes to be the current situation in Germany in
that chaos will prevail if they do not act upon this attack of degeneracy within art and
civilization. In this call for action, he identifies a Promethean will that the German people must
assume to prevent this fate of doom from occurring and to alter their present course. In a series
of images (fig. 6) Schultze-Naumburg juxtaposes four examples of modern art with four
photographs of people with disabilities to diagnose this degeneracy believed to be a symptom of
modern art. The artworks selected portray faces that have fragmented and abstracted the
physiognomy of their subjects. Schultze-Naumburg’s intentional selection of the subjects from
the photographs demonstrates an attempt to link the stylistic choices from the artwork to the
atypical physiognomy of these individuals as if he were a medical doctor. This approach to
examining disability stems from the medical model which interprets disability as some inherent
flaw within the individual and one that the persons themselves are responsible for. By analyzing
the artwork in such a manner, Schultze-Naumburg here offers a diagnosis of degeneracy with
origins pertaining to disability, related to both the physical and mental, that manifests itself
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within art. Yet, although these examples of modern art appear to depict disability, the
fragmentation of the human face and body is not an exact expression of that. Instead, artists are
experimenting with different methods to represent the human form, not explicitly and
intentionally depict a person with a disability and use their artwork as a form of documentation.
However, this half-baked argument of these avant-garde aesthetics related to the modes of
human representation allow Nazi thinkers, such as Schultze-Naumburg, to manipulate these
stylistic decisions to further an agenda that advances their cause.
With this evolution in ideology, Max Nordau presents the issue of a disease plaguing
Germany, Adolf Hitler recognizes this “disease” and offers a cure, and Paul Schultze-Naumburg
builds off these ideas and connects this way of examining modernity and modern art and
launches an attack and call to arms to prevent this from continuing. The repeated references to
ancient Greece suggest a very willful and conscious decision in wishing to align themselves with
a culture that they believed embodied the ideals that they wish to put forward and use as a
foundation to create a superior race.
The Ideal Becomes the Standard
In the midst of these practices being enforced within the Third Reich, the 1936 Olympics
held in Berlin proved to be a key event within the Third Reich. In her film Olympia (1938), Leni
Riefenstahl (1902-2003), the German film director favored by Hitler, documents these Olympic
games, yet it is her manipulation of the athletes within it that elevate this seemingly harmless
film to a tool of propaganda loaded with the visual weapons needed to initiate an attack upon
those who do not conform to the ideal ‘Aryan’ standard. At the beginning of the film, Riefenstahl
features a variety of Ancient Greek buildings and sculptures being shown followed by the final
sculpture of Myron’s Discobolus (fig. 7). A clear demonstration of athleticism, the Discobolus
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portrays a male athlete preparing to swing the discus held in his right hand as he tilts his body to
follow this motion. The viewer is led from clear definition of musculature within the right hand
holding the discus down to his head. As the Discobolus looks behind him, the viewer is then led
from his head down to his torso then finally down his legs. Once again, the musculature of this
figure is clearly defined in every physical manner possible. From the muscles defining his ribs,
to the flexing of his calves as well as the bulging veins, this discus thrower clearly exemplifies
the physical strength sought within an athlete. In Olympia, the still of the Discobolus (fig. 8) then
transforms into a male German athlete throwing a discus, lunging a javelin, and performing more
athletic exercises that will be featured in the Olympic games. As the athlete performs these
exercises, the aesthetic quality of his body is made apparent with the camera focusing on his
musculature and physical ability to perform. The overpowering music emphasizes the nature of
his masculinity as the film transitions. However, this overt display of German strength visible
within the athlete reflects the visual aesthetics that align with the values of what constitutes the
ideal body. Nevertheless, by using this Classical inspired body to define the German people, the
Nazis’ strategies to enforce this homogeneity within their people as a whole resulted in the
methodical and systematic elimination of those who did not meet these unrealistic standards.
Desiring to put this ‘Aryan’ ideal into practice, the Third Reich targeted people with
disabilities through a series of laws and policies as well as propaganda, so that the ideal of a
physically and mentally race would come to fruition. On July 14, 1933, the Law for the
Prevention of Progeny with Hereditary Diseases was implemented to prevent people with
disabilities, defined as individuals who had physical impairments and/or mental illnesses, from
having children which was achieved through forced sterilization. However, the campaign against
people with disabilities did not end with this one horrendous law. In October of 1939, Hitler
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officially authorized the Aktion T4 Program which allowed for the euthanasia of people with
disabilities. The Aktion T4 Program began with transferring individuals to facilities where they
were placed into gas chambers, disguised as shower facilities, and used carbon monoxide gas to
murder these individuals.36 The bodies of the victims were then transferred to crematoria to be
burned. In their book, Cultural Locations of Disability, Sharon Snyder, and David Mitchell
write: “eugenics, primarily articulated as a benign practice to “help” take care of disabled people
who were incapable of caring for themselves, provided a fertile field for multinational
cooperative engagement at the ideological level of biological aesthetics. By adopting a catalogue
of “defective” conditions—epilepsy, feeblemindedness, deafness, blindness, congenital
impairment, chronic depression, schizophrenia, alcoholism— European…eugenics engaged in a
shared campaign of biological targeting that addressed deviance as a scourge to be banished from
a transatlantic hereditary pool.”37 Because the Nazis identified the ‘Aryan’ race as a unified body
that ought to be held to a high standard of physical and mental health, this “catalogue,” as
Mitchell and Snyder expand upon, was especially effective in identifying the types of illnesses
and conditions that were to be eliminated from this body politic in order to achieve the desired
effects of a people that harkened the idealized Classical past.
Because Hitler believed that “the Greek vision and power were thus to be perpetuated in
the people, as in art,”38 the use of eugenics in attempting to create the ‘Aryan’ was believed to be
the best method in ensuring the continuation of the “legacy” of the ancient Greeks. In his article,
“Fascist Aesthetics and Society: Some Considerations,” George Mosse writes that “the idea that
the structure of the human body indicates the structure of the mind was to become commonplace.
Aesthetics played a determining role in stereotyping: every man must aspire to a classical
standard of beauty, and as he built and sculptured his body (and we must remember the part
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played by physical exercise in the aesthetics of fascism), his mind would come to encompass all
the manly virtues which the fascists prized so highly.”39 In his chapter “A More Durable Self” in
the exhibition catalogue Chaos and Classicism: Art in France, Italy, and Germany, 1918–1936,
Kenneth Silver writes “…in which ancient art and the modern German man were made
synonymous [in Olympia]. This willful confusion between artistic representation and real people
was something she [Leni Riefenstahl] shared with her close friend Hitler, who set about creating
what we can only call eugenic classicism.”40 Thus, this relationship between the classical ideal
and the strong, healthy German body reflects a conscious decision in identifying which bodies
correspond to the values sought within the Third Reich and which bodies are do not fit this
narrative, so that they may be eliminated through such eugenic practices. Eric Michaud writes
about the “ideal of Nordic Beauty”41 which Paul Schultze-Naumburg attempted to draw a
parallel and establish a connection between the ancient Greeks and Romans to reinforce this
relationship among these ancient and modern cultures. With this “Nordic” ideal in mind,
Michaud writes that to the mind of Hitler “…just as the ideal of Greek art ought necessarily to be
embodied in his people, so too it was at all costs to prevent degenerate art from engendering
monsters.”42 Therefore, by promoting this ideal type, Hitler not only sought to elevate the
athletic, healthy ‘Aryan,’ but to also devalue the lives of individuals with physical impairments,
atypical physiognomy, or mental illnesses, and create a clear justification to prevent people with
disabilities from existing within the Third Reich as they did not serve the purposes of Hitler’s
agenda in promoting the ideal.
Die Größe Deutsche Kunstausstellung & Entartete Kunst
The culmination of the ideologies and practices resulted in two propagandistic efforts that
took on the form of exhibitions, Die Größe Deutsche Kunstausstellung (1937-1944) and
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Entartete Kunst (1937-1941). At the opening of Die Größe Deutsche Kunstausstellung, Hitler
delivered a speech and remarked the following words:
The new age is at work on a new human type…. Never has mankind been closer
to antiquity, in appearance or in feeling, than it is today…This human type, as we
saw him in last year’s Olympic games, step[s] out before the whole world in all
the radiant pride of his bodily strength and health. This, my good prehistoric art
stutterers, is the type of the new age, but what do you manufacture? Malformed
cripples and cretins, women who inspire only disgust, men who are more like
wild beasts, children who, were they alive, would have to be seen as cursed by
God.43
The racism, sexism, and ableism present within this speech sheds light onto the clear binary of
ideal and healthy and degenerate and ‘diseased’ being set forth by the Nazis. Looking back to the
1936 Olympic games, the Größe Deutsche Kunstausstellung brings forth this ideal type
associated with the Germans. This exhibition was created as a platform for exhibiting German
artists who created artwork that corresponded to the standards set forth by Hitler and the Nazis.
Classical-inspired artworks such as sculptures, including Breker’s Prometheus, and paintings
were at the forefront of this major campaign for propaganda. The exhibition catalogue (fig. 9)
utilizes the standard Nazi imagery of the eagle, helmeted Athena, and Promethean torch. As a
print catalogue that would have been available to the public, this effort within visual and material
culture to further draw the connection between the ancient world and the Third Reich comes
forth in another manifestation. In his book Culture in Nazi Germany (2019), Michael Kater
writes that “it aims to start a new era for the German people, by providing through the display of
original works, an insight into the harrowing cultural decay which took place during the decades
which preceded the Great Change.”44 Tobin Siebers writes that “the Great German Art works to
achieve qualification for the German people by designing a specific though imaginary human
type based on the healthy and able body. this type was proposed as the norm and deviation from
intended to justify disqualification and oppression.”45
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On the other hand, Entartete Kunst, the antithesis to the Größe Deutsche
Kunstausstellung, exhibited works by modern artists whose style was indicative of the times.
From abstracted figures to bold colors, these artists defied the pristine, Classical approach
favored by the Nazis. Featured in the Entartete Kunst exhibition were artists such as Otto Dix
(1891-1969) and Emil Nolde (1867-1956). Many artworks from the oeuvre of Otto Dix portray a
strong antiwar sentiment by showcasing the actual horrors and results of combat endured by
individuals which would have repelled Hitler. Dix’s Kriegskrüppel (1920, fig. 10) portrays four
male veterans who have served World War I dressed in full military apparel. The tallest figure,
on the right, marches forward with one hand pointing to some sort of identification on his chest,
and the other hand pushing forward a wheelchair. Starting from the bottom and moving upwards,
the right leg and the left arm of this figure appear to have some mechanism controlling their
movement, indicating that this veteran is using prosthetics. Examining the face of this figure, it is
evident that the war has also injured him quite significantly, resulting in his use of a prosthetic
left eyeball, left ear, and a full prosthetic jaw. Using his prosthetic arm to push a wheelchair, the
next veteran of war wearing an eyepatch sits upon it and smokes a cigarette. Unlike the man
before him, he does not use prosthetics and the amputations of his limbs, covered by his clothing,
are made apparent to the viewer. The man in front of this wheelchair user also has a physical
impairment in which he needs cane to move forward. His face exhibits significant scarring from
burns, most likely the result of gas warfare used during World War I. From his face, a floating
head emerges as if to suggest what his face would have looked like prior to the war. The final
figure, leading the veterans, stands at the left and uses a cane due to his physical impairment. Just
as the man before him, he also appears to have scarring from gas warfare exposing his jaw and
teeth. His right arm points forward paralleling the arm out of the tallest man as if they are
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receiving marching orders. Criticizing the war and its effects on the individuals who served, Dix
offers a satirical commentary on the nature and consequences of warfare. Another one of Dix’s
paintings, Der Schützengraben exhibited as Der Krieg (1920-23, fig. 11) expands upon this
antiwar sentiment. Upon first glance, this painting offers a tumultuous view of a trench. In the
foreground, the unruly landscape shaped by soldiers appears to be barren. However, on the left, a
man who has fallen into the trench is visible from the torso up. His head facing the viewer, he
has been caught on a spike as he lays there lifeless. Moving upward, another sign of life, or lack
of it, is visible with yet another victim having fallen upon a couple of spikes of the trench.
Offering an insight into this grim reality, Otto Dix reveals an unidealized view of warfare as well
as an unvarnished truth with the romanticism of valor and courage on the battlefield stripped
away from his canvases and subject matter.
Another artist heavily targeted within Entartete Kunst, Emil Nolde, a member of the Nazi
party himself, and his depiction of human subjects served as a stark contrast to ideal ‘Aryan’
sought by the Nazis. In Nolde’s Prophetenkopf (1912, fig. 12), the head of a man identified here
as a prophet is visible by the negative space made upon the print. His eyes, hardly discernible,
look in another direction and do not confront the viewer. His gaze appears preoccupied, almost
worrisome, as if the cares of the world disturb his peace. The beard on his face seems to drip
down, almost melting off his face. The curvilinear quality of his head gives the impression that
this face that appears before a viewer is a semi animated skull. This prophet is not one that would
be found on the altarpieces of an Early Modern church. Instead, his demeanor captures the spirit
of the modern man and his concern over the new and rapidly expanding modern world. Familie
(1917, fig. 13), another one of Nolde’s works that was exhibited, offers yet another method of
representing the body that was thought to exude degeneracy. On this print, three figures that
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appear to be a mother, father, and small child dominate the foreground. The father, the largest
figure, appears as if he has been caught by surprise indicated by the widened eyes, raised
eyebrows, and slightly opened mouth on his face. His child, holding on to his father’s right thigh,
mimics this reaction, except his eyes are even more exaggerated than the father’s. The mother,
adjacent to the father’s left, holds on to his right hand. She appears in profile with her left eye
looking sideways as if to peak and learn what has caught the father and child by surprise. The
figures are all depicted in a highly simplistic manner, yet not entirely abstracted. The nudity of
these figures is one that recalls African and indigenous cultures that early-twentieth-century
artists were interested in mimicking, and not that of the idealized Greco-Roman tradition. Upon
further examination of the child’s face, a sculpture highlighted in the exhibition catalogue of
Entartete Kunst (fig. 14) comes to mind. On the cover of this catalogue is Otto Freundlich’s Der
Neue Mensch (1912). The abstracted and exaggerated facial features of the eyes, mouth, and
nose are indicative of the primitivism movement within modernism that sought to imitate the
artwork of “non-western” cultures. Visually similar to these abstract works, Mädchenkopf (191213, fig. 15) by Karl Brendel, a patient of the Eickelborn Asylum, is described as the following:
“this girl’s head is the work of an incurably insane inmate of the psychiatric clinic in Heidelberg.
It is understandable that an insane non-artist should produce a work which looks like this.”46 This
sculpture, like the boy’s head in Emil Nolde Familie, is highly abstracted and the facial features
are reduced to organic forms. By drawing a parallel between the artwork of modern artists who
exhibited this type of style with artwork by individuals with mental illness and designating them
as “non-artists,” this rhetoric perpetuates the ideas that modern art is something that contains a
sort of disease that contradicts what the Nazis believed to be ‘real art.’
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In his 2008 article, “Disability Aesthetics and the Body Beautiful: Signposts in the
History of Art,” Tobin Siebers articulates the concept of the modern body being a disabled body
as a form of disability aesthetics. He argues that disability aesthetics “assert the incontestable
conclusion that modernist techniques and formal experiments render bodies whose shapes mimic
deformation, whose coloration resonates with disease conditions, and whose subject matter takes
on explicitly the representation of physically and mentally disabled people.”47 Thus, Siebers’
assertion of the relationship between modern art and disability offers a perspective in examining
how this stylistic approach to the body and interpretations of the body are “deliberately and
explicitly represented as disability.”48 Siebers expands upon this assertion of the relationship
between disability and modern art in his 2010 publication Disability Aesthetics by stating that
“the attention given to by modern art to themes of alienation, violence, panic, terror, sensory
overload, and distraction requires an openness to disability as a visible and potent symbolization
of these themes.”49 He also writes that “…the radical gesture of rooting aesthetics in the
representation of the disabled body produces an interpretive dilemma, one first discovered by the
Nazis and still found almost everywhere in the art world today.”50 By incorporating Siebers’
approach to the intersection of modernism and disability, the relationship between the two helps
identify how exactly the Nazis were able to use and weaponize modern art as “degenerate.”
Although modernist aesthetics are rooted in representations of disability, the ways in which
modern art was weaponized for the purposes of propaganda was unforeseeable to those creating
these artworks. Siebers expands upon this by writing that “the Nazis reinterpreted what they
thought in modern art and put it in the service of an aesthetics of human disqualification, setting
images, shapes, and human forms too oppressive and violent ends never imagined by modern
artists themselves. in no way did the direction and inclination of modern art share in the
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prejudices and hatreds of the Nazis, but with a brutal twist of interpretation, they turned the
expansiveness of human types found in modern art into a condemnation of everything not their
own. they created once and for all a system of disqualification that justifies exclusion and
genocide - a system whose aesthetic principles still rationalize oppression today.”51 In Hans
Belting’s book, The Germans and their Art: A Troublesome Relationship (1998), he writes that
“…the two 1937 exhibitions in Munich…bore witness to a separation of art into two clearly
defined and easily-recognizable groups – that of ‘diseased’ and ‘degenerate,’ and ‘healthy’ and
‘German.’”52 Michael Kater also writes that “it [Entartete Kunst] aims to show that this was not
a “natural progression” of culture but a planned attack on the essence and continued existence of
art in general.”53 By defining a clearly binary with the ideal and healthy versus the ‘diseased’ and
‘degenerate,’ the use of these two exhibitions as vehicles for political propaganda proved
efficient in attempting to disseminate this information to public in a quick and effective manner
that would equip the Nazis with a visual reasoning to justify to the German people of the
practices occurring during this time.
Prometheus and the Body Beautiful
Although Breker “maintained that art had nothing to do with politics,” his sculptures as
evident within his Prometheus communicated the clear and distinct agenda of the Nazi Party.54
At Breker’s denazification trial following the war, he was “portrayed more as a victim than an
opportunist,” and only suffered the consequence of being charged as a “Nutzniesser within
category II of the Liberation Law (that is, an opportunist who benefitted either economically or
politically due to connections to Nazi leaders), the commission placed him in category IV and
found him to be only a low traveler”—a category, as explained earlier, that permitted him to
work again.”55 Lawyers at the trial “pointed, for example, to the two monumental figures that
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Breker created to adorn the New Reich Chancellery, which he had titled Torch Bearer and Sword
Bearer. They observed that the sculptures were renamed by Hitler after their submission,
becoming known as Party and Wehrmacht, respectively, thereby giving them a political meaning
that the artist had not intended.”56 However, the attempt to depict Breker as an artist whose work
was manipulated to such a degree is quite an act of revisionist history. Given the context in
which the work was created as well as Breker’s understanding of the significance of Prometheus
within the Third Reich, was Breker really unaware of the implications of his own work?
With these ideas related to the ideal body and implementation of eugenics in order to
achieve this standard set forth by Hitler in mind, Arno Breker’s Prometheus communicates more
than just an overt display of masculinity and an unhealthy obsession with ancient Greece. The
monumental, overpowering stature and the hypermasculine, overexaggerated physiognomy of
this sculpture’s body is a clear antithesis to the groups of individuals who were targeted by the
Third Reich due to their appearance. His torch, the symbol of progress, shines a luminous light
leading the people [i.e. the Germans] forward, yet this progress is reserved for the select few
deemed worthy by the Nazis. His pose radiates a confidence unlike the Prometheus within
Hesiod or Aeschylus. Here, he is not restrained by shackles that constrain him. Instead, he glides
forward so effortlessly, yet the weightiness of his presence is made known by the steps he takes
upon the rock. The eagle does not consume his liver nor impair him in any other manner.
Prometheus is thus consciously not depicted as a “disabled” man, but as an able-bodied hero in
his prime whose ethereal presence has been documented in stone. He becomes the origin of the
‘Aryan’ race: a racialized hero figure that has been, metaphorically and literally elevated, to a
godlike status. His skin is not embellished with the bold, brash colors of modern artists, but
instead white as the marble believed to recall the Classical past. The weaponization of this visual
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vocabulary demonstrates a gross attempt to promote this kitsch interpretation of ancient Greek
sculpture as an achievable reality. Featured in the 1937 inaugural exhibition of the Größe
Deutsche Kunstausstellung, Prometheus has just opened this new chapter in which Hitler and the
Nazis will realize the plans of eugenics and genocide set in place. With the Entartete Kunst
exhibition being held concurrently, the contrast between both visual spectacles and
demonstrations of political propaganda provides a clear distinction between the ideal and
degenerate and the groups associated with each respectively. Prometheus, thus, stands as the allencompassing signifier of the ideal; a representative of health, beauty, and ability, he captures
exactly what the Third Reich sought to emulate through the formulation of the ‘Aryan’ race.
Conclusion
The adoption of a visual vocabulary by Hitler and the Nazis directly inspired by the
tradition of the ancient Greeks and their Classical sculptures initiated a systematic elimination by
means of eugenics and genocide to eliminate those who did not live up to this ideal. The ideals
set forth by the party emphasized and favored individuals whose bodies were a plaster cast of the
ancient sculptures highly fetishized by high-ranking officials of the Third Reich. Artists, such as
Arno Breker who carried forth these ideologies within their works equipped themselves with this
tool and weaponized their artworks as vehicles of propaganda in order to conform to the
interpretations set forth by the Nazis. As Breker’s Prometheus embodied the ideal man, this
representation of ‘Aryan’ strength and masculinity, and in turn power, was purposefully
exhibited in the 1937 Größe Deutsche Kunstausstellung and used to further this idea of the
German people as a superior race who would sacrifice themselves for greater cause, just as
Prometheus did in granting mortals the gift of fire and preventing their demise. In order to
further emphasize the importance of an ideal body for the ideal race, the Entartete Kunst
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exhibition, also held in 1937, featured artwork by modern artists thought to possess and
communicate a “degeneracy” associated with the rapid development and urbanization associated
with modernism as well as the radical articulations of the body within modern art that defied the
conventional methods of representing the body. During this time, laws targeting groups, such as
people with disabilities, who were associated with this idea of “degeneracy” were implemented
and carried out through forced sterilization and euthanasia practices throughout the Third Reich.
Thus, Arno Breker’s contribution of Prometheus to the Größe Deutsche Kunstausstellung was
not just a promotion of the ideal Classical body originating in ancient Greece that the Nazis
desired to imitate through their artwork. This sculpture also stood as a distinct and direct attack
against individuals who were not able-bodied that communicated the justification of Hitler and
the Nazis for carrying out these heinous crimes against humanity.
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Images

Figure 1. Arno Breker. Prometheus. 1935.

Figure 2. Lysippos. Apoxyomenos. c. 330 BCE. Marble. Musei Vaticani, Rome.
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Figure 3. Euphranor. Rondanini Alexander. 338 BCE. Marble. Glyptothek, Munich, Germany.

Figure 4. Christian Griepenkerl. Prometheus Bound. 1878. Oil on canvas.
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Figure 5. Richard Klein. Poster for the Day of German Art. 1938.

Figure 6. Examples of “degenerate art” by Karl Schmidt-Rottluff and Amadeo Modigliani on the
left. Photographs of people with disabilities on the right, from Paul Schultze-Naumburg, Kunst
und Rasse, 1928.
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Figure 7. Myron. Discobolus (Discus Thrower). Marble copy of bronze original. c. 450 B.C.E.
Palazzo Massimo alle Terme.

Figure 8. Leni Riefenstahl. Still from Olympia showing male athlete discus throwing. 1936.
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Figure 9. Ausstellungskatalog der Großen Deutschen Kunstausstellung.1937. Deutsches
Historisches Museum.

Figure 10. Otto Dix. Kriegskrüppel (War Cripples). 1920. Oil on canvas.
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Figure 11. Otto Dix. Der Schützengraben (The Trench) exhibited as Der Krieg (The War).
1920-23. Oil on canvas.

Figure 12. Emil Nolde. Prophentenkopf (Head of a Prophet). 1912. Woodcut.
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Figure 13. Emil Nolde. Familie (Family). 1917. Woodcut.

Figure 14. Cover of Entartete Kunst’s exhibition catalogue with Otto Freundlich’s Der Neue
Mensch (1912, plaster cast).
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Figure 15. Karl Brendel. Mädchenkopf (Head of a Girl). 1912-13. Chewed bread.
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